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Abstract

Whilst the developed nations have used technology-forcing standards or market mechanisms (such as taxes) as their main tool for the control of transport pollution, transportation demand management (TDM) may have greater relevance for cities in poorer countries: and the choice of less polluting modes of travel is a crucial aspect of TDM.

With the help of a carefully selected sample of 3000 individuals residing in or commuting to the city of Kolkata, we have determined, from the travel behaviour of the sample, the composition of the modes used by commuters in the city. Using measurements of the degree of pollution by all existing modes of transport, we have derived the total air pollution created by this modal structure. We have then looked at the extent to which we can make transport users shift to less polluting modes, and hereby evolved nine feasible modal structures that would reduce air pollution. We determined the benefit (in terms of emissions reduction) and costs of changing the current modal composition to each of these alternatives. We were hereby able to arrive at several optimum modal compositions for Kolkata.
I. Introduction and Objectives

Passenger transport is bound to be a problem in Kolkata\(^1\), a city with an elongated shape that has little scope of expansion breadth wise, an extremely high population concentration at 23367 persons per square kilometre (Census, 2001)\(^2\) and only 4 to 6 percent of its area covered by roads. As is the case in most mega cities, Kolkata has an elaborate transport network that causes pollution. There is tremendous variety in the modes used in the city - among motorized forms of transport, the city has buses, trams, autos (or three-wheelers), taxis, shared taxis\(^3\), the metro, a circular rail, water-ferries and local trains for public transport, and there are two wheelers and cars for private transport. There are a variety of buses – the state has regular, ‘special’ and ‘executive’ fleets, and private buses may be categorized as regular, chartered\(^4\), school buses and minibuses\(^5\). Non-motorized forms of transport are rickshaws, bicycles and walking.

There are, of course, a variety of policy measures that may be adopted to reduce the pollution caused by motorized vehicles. The normal procedure is to impose a set of emission standards and ensure that they are met with, with the help of an elaborate inspection-and-maintenance (I/M) regime. One can also use market mechanisms such as taxes on vehicles or fuel (note that these also require an I/M regime). These measures usually lead to technological developments such as increased fuel efficiency, emissions reduction and cleaner fuels. Although in Kolkata the petrol used is now totally lead free, the other measures have had little effect because of an insufficient, inefficient and corrupt I/M system. The newer vehicles are less polluting, but the turnover rate is very low and policies to phase out vehicles older than 15 years have not been implemented for political reasons. There are some vehicles that are running on LPG, but they remain few because of reluctance on the part of users to shift to this less polluting fuel, as well as supply constraints.

---

\(^1\) We are here considering only the Kolkata Municipal Corporation (KMC) area whose size is 196 square kilometers.

\(^2\) The population, moreover, increases by another half million or so in the daytime.

\(^3\) These are taxis that have a fixed route and carry five to six persons on a trip.

\(^4\) These buses usually transport office goers.

\(^5\) These are smaller than the regular size for private buses.
Under the circumstances, it is necessary to explore an alternative approach that is more coercive and less regulatory. This approach essentially controls the quantity, mode or time of travel (and by doing so, reduces the total amount of pollution from transport), and is called transport demand management (TDM). There is another factor that makes TDM necessary. Whilst standards and technical improvements reduce the emissions per vehicle per unit distance, they have no control over the total distance covered (that is, transport demand) and the modes used, hence they have limited control over the total pollution created. Thus, TDM, if it does not replace the other policies, should certainly complement them Of the variety of TDM measures, shifting transportation needs to less polluting modes (or modes that are less polluting per person, because they carry more people) is the most major and complex field for policy formulation. Major, because the other measures are either less feasible or less effective for Kolkata (Dutta, 2001), and complex, because it involves coercion rather than imposition.

In this paper we explore how modal choice can be influenced in Kolkata, and the extent of pollution reduction achievable through changes in modal choice. Given this as our ultimate objective, we shall proceed as follows.

Our first step would be to determine the total pollution caused by the existing modal structure. For this we select a representative sample of 750 households and 280 non-resident commuters (amounting to 3000 individuals) with the help of appropriate sampling techniques. We obtain, for each mode, the distances travelled by the sample in the past one year. Using data on pollution (per person per unit distance) by mode, we calculate the total pollution caused in a year by the transport used by our sample, and from here extrapolate for the city.

We then determine, once again with the help of our representative sample, several ways

---

6 Modal shifts, auto-free zones, no-drive days, land use policies, work week reduction, flexible work hours and peak hour charges

7 Note that modal changes reduce pollution per person per mile traversed because the new modes are less polluting per se (eg. the metro), or because they carry more people (eg. buses).
in which the modal structure may be changed. We find out the benefit in terms of yearly emissions reduction for each of the alternative modal structures, and see, for each feasible modal change, what requires to be done by the state to implement it, and the yearly cost involved. From the cost figures and the benefits we arrive at the most cost effective (i.e. least cost per unit benefit) modal structure for the city.

II. Ranking of Modes According to Emissions

Data on pollution per person and per unit distance (Dutta et al, 2005, p. 52) is presented in Table 1. This data has been obtained by adding individual pollution levels (obtained through a primary survey (in 2004) of all polluting modes used in Kolkata) of five pollutants (suspended particulate matter, nitrous oxides, sulphur dioxide, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons. We rank the modes accordingly. To the list in Table 1, we have added the non-polluting modes\(^8\) that have been accorded the highest ranks. Table 2, therefore, gives the complete ranking of all modes of passenger transport, motorized and non-motorized, in terms of the level of pollution per person and per unit distance in descending order.

III. Household and Commuter Survey

We have taken a purposive sample (in 2004) of 750 households constituting 2720 individuals, and 280 commuters residing outside the KMC area. This proportion is based on the data that 4.7 lakh persons enter the KMC area, which has a population of 4.57 million, so that approximately 10.3 % of the number in the households has to be sampled from the commuters.

The households were selected with three main criteria in mind – (a) residential spread, (b) income groups and (c) nature of the locality. Also, as 22.6% of households are in sales in the KMC area (CMDA, 1999, p. 75), we have maintained that same percentage in our

---

\(^8\) It may be argued that the production of the electricity used by some of the non-polluting modes causes
sample. This is because, of all the listed professions, this is the only one that can significantly influence modal choice, so that we wanted to keep a representative sample in the total.

The residential spread has been maintained by covering all the 15 boroughs in the KMC area, and maintaining the same population percentage in the sample as exists in the population itself. We have data on the per capita monthly household incomes in the KMC area, a data collected in 1997, and the residential areas they may correspond to. This is the only authentic data on household incomes in the KMC area. As the data was 7 years old at the point of the survey (conducted in October and November of 2004), we have used an inflation rate based on retail price indices in West Bengal to inflate the income ranges (Govt. of West Bengal, 2003-4, p. 169). Table 3 gives the ranges, the average income in the range and the percentages of households in this range.

The commuters were selected with the same income group proportions, but further, a male-female ratio of 72:28 was maintained, as this is the ratio obtained for commuters in general in the city. The latter had not been necessary for the households as the ratio becomes automatically close to that of the population when one is including every member of a household.

Travel behaviour was recorded in great detail. Twelve categories of travel purpose have been identified. For each category, there may be more than one destination - data on each destination has been recorded. For sales persons who have multiple work locations, no specific locations were recorded and average distances of multiple locations were taken. The frequency of travel was recorded in terms of the number of times travel to a certain destination took place in the last one year. The total distance of a destination was divided up according to the mode used, and additional information (to be discussed subsequently) corresponding to each of these modes (under each destination) was obtained.

---

pollution – this is being ignored as this pollution does not impact the KMC area except very marginally.

9 Work, education, children’s school, children’s hobby/tutor, shopping, visiting friends, visiting relatives, health, entertainment, hobbies/clubs/religious, station/airport, other professional.
Finally, for our calculation of the total miles covered by our sample population we have collected data on trip combinations – that is, trips that are combined, and if so, whether the combination takes place in one direction, both directions or in a ‘sequential’ manner (such as when one starts with one destination, goes to the second, goes from there to the third, and then returns home). Further, the percentage of times of the minor trip/trips (that is, the one/s with the lower frequency) that one combines it with the major trip is recorded.

IV. Analysis of Data from Household and Commuter Survey

1. Derivation of Total Vehicular Pollution in KMC Area

The manner in which the data is collected, i.e. in terms of trip purpose, means that ‘frequency’ becomes overestimated as in actuality different destinations may be combined. This may be corrected by using the information on combination trips, which allow us to translate distance corrections into frequency corrections. Say, for an individual, the (yearly) frequencies for work I and work II are x and y. Say m% of the minor trip (the one with the lower frequency) is combined with the major trip. Then, the combined trips are the product of y and m – call this k.

There are four possibilities. The first three are for the combination of two purposes, which is the usual case, and the last for the combination of three or more purposes.

The first scenario is when the location of work II (B) is on the way to that of work I (A):

```
  R     B     A
```

The frequency correction will then be as follows:
Work I: \( x \) (as before)
Work II: \( y - k \)

We simply leave out the combination trips from the second purpose (as we do in the case of all possibilities that will follow), and the frequency for Work I remains the same as the distance travelled does not increase (due to the fact that B is on the way).

Second, work II may be located at a point to the right of the vertical line passing through the location of Work I.

If the combination is two-way, the frequency correction is as follows:

Work I: \( (x - k) + k \ (3/2) \)
Work II: \( y - k \)

The assumption being made is that on average, the person has to travel half the distance extra to reach B. Thus, trips to work I (A) are divided into two parts: non-combination trips \((x-k)\) and combination trips (one and a half of \(k\)). The one and a half times distance
is thus translated into a correction of frequency.

If on the other hand, the combination is one-way or circular, the corrections are:

Work I: \((x - k) + (k/2)(3/2) + (k/2)(5/4)\)
Work II: \(y - k\)

Here, we are dividing up the trips into two parts (non-combination and combination trips), and the second part is again divided into two parts – the part corresponding to the way that one combines, and the part corresponding to the way that one returns home from B. For the first half of the second part, we assume that B is an extra half distance away from A (on average), and for the second half, as the person goes straight from B back home, so that there is no need to pass through A again, we assume that on average this is one and one-fourth times extra travelling (compared to the distance from R to A) – and hence make the corresponding frequency corrections.

The third case is when B is to the left of the vertical line through A

```
     .
     
or B
     
    .  .
R     A
```

If the combination is two-way, the correction is:
Work I: \( (x - k) + k(\frac{5}{4}) \)
Work II: \( y - k \).

If, on the other hand, it is one-way or circular, the correction is:

Work I: \( (x - k) + (k/2)(\frac{5}{4}) + (k/2) \)
Work II: \( y - k \)

For two-way combinations we have increased the distance of the combined trips by 25%, an amount half of the increase for the second case when B was further from the residence than A. Further, if the combination is one-way, the distance of one journey remains the same, whilst the distance of the other increases, again by an average of 25%. Hence the above formula.

Finally, for three, four, five etc. trips, which are almost always combined unidirectionally, we have devised the following rules
If three trips are combined, and k is the number of combination trips such that k is the product of z, the frequency of the trip with the lowest frequency, and m, the percentage of this trip that is combined, the correction is

Work I: \((x - k) + 2k\)
Work II: \(y - k\)
Work III: \(z - k\)

Here we are assuming that on average, the movement makes a square (see the diagram).

If four trips are combined (see the diagram again), we enhance the extra travelling with the assumption that not all the distances are the same, hence we have

Work I: \((x - k) + 2.5k\)
Work II: \(y - k\)
Work III: \(z - k\)
Work IV: \(p - k\)

Similarly, for five trips, we have

Work I: \((x - k) + 3k\)
Work II: \(y - k\)
Work III: \(z - k\)
Work IV: \(p - k\)
Work V: \( q \rightarrow k \),

And so on.

There is a certain logic behind the average value of the extra distance – for example, if the distance between A and B is more than double the distance between R and A or very much out of the line between R and A, there is little reason for combining the trips. Basically, trip combinations are with the objective of saving travel but also, on a single day, it becomes difficult to travel more than twice of the normal travel distance.

After correcting the frequency data, which gives the number of trips, we multiplied it by two (to and fro) and then multiplied this with the distance to get, for each individual in the sample, the total distance travelled, by destination and within each destination, by mode. We then obtained the total distance (in terms of person-kilometres – that is, the kilometres covered by each person is counted separately) travelled by our sample of 2720 household members and 280 commuters by each mode (Table 4).

Interestingly, walking, followed by the regular private bus, covers the greatest distance and the metro and local train are in the third and fourth positions at significantly lower values. We see that the rickshaw, although it is used largely within localities, is in the 5th position. The most polluting modes, the auto and the two-wheeler, are in the 6th and 9th positions respectively. The high pollution modes (1-6 in Table 2) are used for 6.3% of the distance, the medium pollution modes (buses and ferry) cover 28.87% of the distance and the zero pollution modes, 64.78%. Thus we can say that the current modal distribution in Kolkata is not unfavourable, and perhaps the major factor that keeps it thus is the high cost of much of the polluting forms of transport. However, the pollution levels would still decrease significantly if one could shift the high polluting modes to the medium or zero polluting modes. Secondly, and this is something that is not evident in this table, there is a danger of the medium or zero pollution users shifting to higher pollution modes (we shall observe this in subsequent analyses) in the near future – this, too, is something that has to be prevented.
We have then used the measure of pollution per kilometre and per person given in Table 1 for the different modes and distance covered by each mode in the sample given in Table 4 to obtain the total pollution caused by the sample. Of course, the non-motorized modes and the tram, metro, circular rail and local train emit zero pollution. This is given in Table 5.

Given that the KMC and commuter population is 5.04 million, i.e. 1680 times the sample size of 3000, Table 5 implies a total pollution of 2030838734.4 grams or around two million kilograms in the KMC area. By the total pollution created, the regular private bus becomes a major culprit because it is used so much, and the auto and two-wheeler become the two most major polluters, in spite of the significantly lower person-kilometres of the two-wheeler.

2. Modal Shift Analysis

Our next objective is to see how we can change the modal structure in order to reduce the total quantity of pollution created by the present structure, as derived in the last section. We are not suggesting just any kind of modal structure, for providing that would not ensure that it is used. We are therefore trying to evaluate what sort of structure would actually be used by the travellers, and for that we have gone into the various features looked for in transport, and how we can entice transport users to shift to less polluting modes by improving on these features.

Let us first present the data on modal shift. Although during the survey we had collected data on a variety of aspects such as planned shifts to more polluting modes and plans to purchase private vehicles in order to fully understand the preferences of our sample, we here confine ourselves to our main objective of suggesting alternative modal structures that pollute less, and therefore we limit our discussion to possible shifts to less polluting modes, and incentives required for these shifts. We have identified 10 features of transport that determine their choice and hence would act as incentives for modal shift.
They are as follows:

a. a direct route (no changing of modes)
b. less waiting time
c. less travel time
d. waiting comfort (e.g. a better shaded bus stop)
e. travel comfort\textsuperscript{10}
f. safe travel
g. good access (e.g. less walking)
h. lower cost
i. fringe parking (at the metro, ferry, circular rail and train stations) and
j. parking facilities for private vehicles (the opposite of which is parking restrictions and/or fines and/or fees).

We recorded, for each and every destination and every mode used for that destination that is in the most polluting category (two wheeler, auto, taxi, share taxi, hired car and private car), what incentives would induce the user to shift to buses, the metro, the circular rail, the local train and the ferry\textsuperscript{11}. Tables 6-8 give the results.

Of the total kilometres covered by the more polluting modes (430553.2 kilometres), there are 330483.96 kilometres (about 77%) that can be converted to any of the five modes. This is given in Table 6.

Table 7 presents the kilometres of possible shift in terms of the more polluting modes currently being used. We see that very few users of personal vehicles (cars and two-wheelers) are willing to shift to anything much other than the metro, and even that percentage (at 30% for two-wheelers and 23% for cars) is not significant. The possible shift is particularly low for buses and the ferry. The percentages are larger for the other modes (auto, taxi, hired car and shared taxi) to all the five modes in general, although a shift to the metro is most easily accepted from all modes.

\textsuperscript{10} which includes seating availability, seating comfort, smooth ride, less heat (AC/big windows), less pollution, ease of getting on/off and less closeness to other travelers.

\textsuperscript{11} These 5 modes were chosen on the basis of their zero or medium level of pollution. Trams and non-
Table 8 gives the kilometres for the persons who have opted for bus as well as metro as alternative modes, whatever else they may have opted for, and the same for metro and rail, bus and rail, and finally, bus, metro and rail. This table will be crucial when we plan alternative modal structures and will be discussed subsequently.

From the data on the incentives that would be required to achieve the shifts we have concluded that travel and wait time are very important criteria for transport choice, followed by cost. A direct route is a general need, which has an impact on both time and the physical effort of changing modes. Those who can afford it choose personal vehicles because they provide comfort, and reduce the travel time. For the motorized but non-polluting modes, one may specifically note that

- The metro is in greatest demand as an alternative, but only if access and a direct route are provided, and these can happen at a very high cost (yet the users would like to keep fares low)—however, this is just a first-hand observation and we would have to evaluate costs and benefits more exactly
- Buses are not substitutable in terms of accessibility but travel/wait time and comfort are deterrents there
- Access is difficult for rail, circular rail and ferry, and providing a direct route would be impossible for these. Keeping the cost down (for the traveller) would also be a problem for these modes.

IV. Alternative Modal Structures.

Our alternative plans will be developed from Tables 6-8. Firstly, we see that all of the kilometres being covered by the more polluting modes cannot be converted, whatever the incentive. Our alternative plan will be based on Table 6, which gives the kilometres that can be converted. As Table 6 gives the kilometres travelled by the sample, the corresponding amounts for the KMC area would be obtained by multiplying the values motorized modes are left out as they are considered infeasible in Kolkata’s context.
by a factor of 1680.

Although the bus does pollute at a ‘medium’ level, we retain it because, as we mentioned, it has features that none of the others have, there is already an elaborate bus system in the city as is the case for most cities, and it is cheap. The metro, though expensive to install, cannot be ignored as a zero-pollution mode with very attractive features. The rail is given tertiary importance as it provides better access (having a longer stretch) compared to the ferry and circular rail (which are all non-polluting). The ferry (currently) mostly runs across the river, carrying passengers who are coming from or going to Howrah station – but it can be made to run along the river. However, from the responses, the ferry appears to remain a less attractive mode.

We are also assuming that the pollution levels calculated by us would remain. In reality, of course, these levels may change in some years, and differently for the various modes, and such changes can be incorporated in our structure. It may be added that recent efforts to reduce vehicular emissions in the city have failed (The Telegraph, July 8, 2003, June 3, 4, 19, October 1, 2004 etc.).

It may be noted that concentrating on as few modes as possible reduces cost because of economies of scale. On the other hand, as respondents have not been willing to convert to all modes, we have to see the total number of kilometres converted. We shall also, therefore, consider cases where all five modes are developed.

We shall then be considering the following alternatives:

- Plan I – Shift what is possible to the metro
- Plan II – Shift what is possible to buses
- Plan III – Shift what is possible to the (suburban) rail
- Plan IV – Shift what can be to buses, and the remaining to the metro
- Plan V – Shift what can be to rail, and the remaining to the metro
- Plan VI – Shift what can be to buses, and the remaining to rail.
- Plan VII – Shift what can be to buses, then to rail, and the remaining to metro
- Plan VIII – Shift what can be to buses, and distribute the rest according to their convertibility percentages in the last row of Table 7.
- Plan IX - Distribute all according to their convertibility percentages in the last row of Table 7.

We use Tables 1, 7 and 8 to calculate the pollution saved for each plan. Table 7 gives us the maximum kilometres (of the sample) convertible to the five proposed modes, in terms of each of the current (more polluting) modes being used. We also know from the survey that 100069.24 kilometres of the total 430553.2 kilometres (around 23%) cannot be converted to any of the less polluting modes.

Also, Table 8 gives the kilometres for the persons who have opted for bus as well as metro, whatever else they may have opted for, and the same for metro and rail, bus and rail and finally bus, metro and rail. When we will consider a shift to the metro, say, after all the possible kilometres have been shifted to buses, we have to leave out those who have opted for both bus and metro as they have already been shifted to buses.

For plans I to III where the conversion is to only one mode, we use the convertible kilometres given in the final row of Table 7, and then calculate the quantity of pollution saved for the sample by multiplying the converted kilometres for each polluting mode (Table 7) by the pollution per person-kilometre of that mode (Table 1) and then adding up these to obtain the total pollution saved. For plans which include polluting modes
(buses and ferry), we also subtract the pollution added by these\textsuperscript{12} to get net pollution saved. We then multiply this by 1680 to obtain the total net pollution saved for the KMC area.

For plans IV to VI, where the conversion is first to one mode and then what remains is converted to another, we have to take into consideration Table 8, for there are persons who have agreed to shift to both the modes (whatever else they may have agreed to shift to), so we have to leave these persons out from those who have opted for the second mode.

In the case of plan VII, where the conversion is to buses, then to rail, and the remaining to the metro, the calculation is slightly more complicated. Let us use the actual numbers in Tables 6-8 to illustrate this case. We first convert the maximum possible to buses (122554 kilometres), hence $(330484 – 122554) = 207929$ kilometres remain. Thus (see Table 8 with Table 7) $(164554 – 77191.69) = 87362.31$ kilometres can be converted to rail. Therefore $(207929 – 87362.31) = 120556.69$ kilometres remain for conversion to the metro. Now, to determine what can be converted to the metro, we subtract the kilometres that opt for (at least) metro and bus, and the kilometres that opt for (at least) metro and rail from the maximum amount convertible to the metro. However, as this implies the subtraction of those opting for a minimum of metro, rail and bus two times, we add the kilometres which opt for at least metro, rail and bus. That is (consult Table 8), the kilometres possibly convertible to the metro are

\[262395.4 – 92353.95 – 125126.79 + 76915.49 = 121830.15\]

But as $121830.15 > 120566.69$, therefore the latter is fully convertible to the metro. Given the conversions, we similarly calculate the savings as well as additions to the pollution, and thence net savings.

For plan VIII, we convert what can be to buses, and distribute the rest according to their

\textsuperscript{12} For buses we take an average of the pollution emitted by the seven types of buses.
proportions in the last row of Table 7, and for plan IX all five modes are implemented in proportion to their percentages in the final row of Table 7. With the help of the converted person kilometres and the pollution data in Table 1, we calculate, as for the other plans, the net pollution reduction.

The values of net pollution saved (in a year) in each plan for the KMC area are given in Table 9. We see that in terms of the reduction in pollution, plan VII (bus, rail, metro) is the best, followed by plans IX and VIII, in which all five modes are used. It appears, therefore, that combining the less-polluting and non-polluting modes is better that using one or two modes because the converted person-kilometres are less for the latter, resulting in a lower level of pollution reduction.

We then determined the yearly costs of each of these plans. We have obtained (see Table 10) the costs (operating plus capital costs) per passenger kilometre of the five less- or non-polluting modes for 1989 (Roy, 1989), which we have updated to 2004 using the price indices for West Bengal (Govt. of West Bengal, 2003-4, p. 163).

If we now look at the incentives desired by the travellers to shift to the five modes, first, greater speeds and frequency of the buses is desired, as well as comfort. We assume that the removal of the low-occupancy modes on the road would automatically reduce the congestion and enhance speeds. Also, the greater number of buses would decrease the wait time. We have calculated, on the basis of consultations with experts, that the cost of increasing the comfort level of buses is Rs. 0.01 per person kilometre.

For all the four other modes (metro, rail, circular rail and ferry), access is important. This, we propose, should be provided by a system of light rail transit (LRT) along the east-west corridor (spaced according to the total person-kilometres required) whose cost per passenger kilometre is Rs. 0.50 (Roy, 1989 and Govt. of West Bengal, 2003-4), and which is pollution-free. Now, the average distance for accessing the metro, which runs along the centre of the city is b/4, where b is the breadth of the city, and the average
distance travelled on the metro is L/2, where L is the length of the city\textsuperscript{13}, hence for each person kilometre of travel on the metro, \((b/4 + L/2)\) person kilometres has to be travelled on the LRT. For the rail and circular rail, as they run along one side of the city, the average access distance would be half the breadth of the city (i.e. \(b/2 \div L/2\)). As regards the ferry, even if it runs along the breadth of the river, as ferry stops are fewer, a longer distance has to be covered to access the ferry. If this distance is double the distance for rail, access distance would be \((b \div L/2)\). In all cases the standard length of travel is taken as L/2, as they all traverse (or, in the case of the ferry, are expected to traverse) the length of the city. These distances are then multiplied by the cost of having a LRT (Rs. 0.50) to obtain access costs.

Cost was also stated as an important incentive for the modes other than bus, but actually the fares are all very low for the ferry and the two rails, and medium for the metro. It appears that access costs are the concern – hence if access is made easier and by HOVs (LRT), the cost would not remain a factor.

The issue of a direct route, stated for all modes, is not solvable, as it would be impossible to provide direct routes on high-occupancy vehicles (HOVs). However, if the greater number of buses translates into more routes, if the east-west LRT routes are appropriately spaced and the ferry runs not only across but also along the river, the problem of a direct route would be partially solved. Also, a single ticket purchased at one location for several mode changes might partially solve the problem of both cost and a direct route.

Given the above, the yearly cost per passenger km for the five modes is calculated and given in Table 10. The costs for each plan may then be determined using unit costs and the kilometres covered by each proposed mode in each plan. We of course multiply the estimates for the sample by a factor of 1680 to obtain cost estimates for the city. These are given in Table 11. For obvious reasons, plans II (buses only), III (rail only) and VI (bus and rail) come out as least cost plans. Using these cost figures and the figures on 'pollution saved' in Table 9, we obtain the cost efficiency of each plan in kilograms saved.

\textsuperscript{13}b = 7\,\text{kilometres and } L = 18\,\text{kilometres.}
per million rupees (Table 12).

Tables 10 and 12 imply the following:

- Plan II (bus only) is the most cost efficient, but also reduces pollution the least
- Plan VI (bus and rail) is the second best in terms of efficiency and reduces pollution by a medium amount
- Plan III (rail only) is third best in terms of efficiency and the pollution reduction is less than for VI – hence this should certainly be abandoned
- Plan VII (bus, then rail, then metro) is fourth most efficient - moreover, the reduction in efficiency is significant, on the other hand it achieves the maximum reduction in pollution
- Plan VIII (bus, and distribute the rest according to convertibility) is close to VII in efficiency but the reduction in pollution is less than for VII, so it clearly is to be abandoned
- Plan IX (distribute all according to convertibility) has less efficiency than VIII and the pollution reduction is close to that of VIII, so this is similarly to be abandoned
- The same is true for Plan V (rail and metro)
- Plan IV (bus and metro) is second worst, and the pollution reduction is less than for VIII
- Plan I (metro only) is the worst in terms of efficiency, and the pollution reduction is less than that for IV.

Therefore if we give sole importance to efficiency, we should choose Plan II (bus only). On the other hand, if we balance efficiency with the absolute value of pollution reduction, we can consider both Plans VI (bus and rail) and VII (bus, rail, metro). They are second and fourth in terms of efficiency and the pollution reduction is the highest for VII and a medium amount for VI.
V. Concluding Observations

We have, in this paper, concluded that there are three possible alternative modal structures that are best in terms of efficiency and pollution reduction. The first shifts what can be shifted of the more polluting modes to buses (most cost efficient but worst in terms of pollution reduction), the second to buses and the rail (second most cost efficient and a medium level of pollution reduction), and the third shifts them to buses, the rail and the metro (medium level of cost efficiency but the maximum level of pollution reduction). In the latter two, the first priority is given to buses (that is, what can be shifted to buses is done so), then to the rail, and finally (in the third case) to the metro. Hence if we confine ourselves to cost efficiency we should choose the 'buses only' plan. On the other hand, if we are only concerned about pollution reduction we should stick to the bus-rail-metro plan. And if we are primarily concerned about cost efficiency but also have pollution reduction in mind, the bus-rail plan should be our choice.

To this we would like to add the following observations. First, the income structure of Kolkata’s population is such that their present modal choice is far from the most polluting. The major percentage of travel is by walking, followed by the regular private bus. However, a small percentage of travel is being serviced by a large number of low-occupancy and highly polluting vehicles in the city, and their number is growing dangerously. It is the rich and upper middle classes who are causing a rapid enhancement of Kolkata’s transport pollution, and therefore it is they who have to be coerced into using low.polluting HOVs. This can only be done by greatly improving the public transport system, mainly in terms of travel time, wait time, travel comfort and access.

Secondly, alternative plans need not concentrate on the metro as the city’s sole saviour. It has been conclusively proved that not only is the metro very expensive, but also, the travel that can be shifted to the metro would not reduce pollution as much as other plans which concentrate on the bus and rail. The general preference of Kolkata’s travellers for buses and the existence of an elaborate bus network in the city should not be ignored. Rather, the transport and other related departments should reconsider the total network,
make the private and public services more compatible and strictly monitor the private bus service so that they provide a better product. Kolkata’s bus service must be made as attractive as that in the cities of the north to convince the city’s affluent to depend on it and forget about their two-wheelers and cars, as is the case in some of the larger northern cities. It is not clear why up-market bus services such as executive buses are so limited, especially as they have been very successful on certain routes.

Our work also indicates the significant possibilities of an improved rail service. If our rail service can be made as good as Bombay’s, for example, it would solve a major part of our transport problems. The ferry and circular rail have not been favoured on a relative scale. However, this may be because respondents were unduly influenced by their present condition.

Whilst the city has several north-south routes, access to these routes emerges as a major constraint. The use of the rail, circular rail and metro would increase enormously if easy and reasonably cheap access were provided – which means several east-west routes with reasonable gaps in-between. We have suggested a light rail transit for this purpose, superior to the tram that is being phased out because of its innate inefficiencies. One can also think of using buses or other modes of transport for this purpose, although buses would not be zero pollution.

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that a political will to curb the purchase of personal vehicles would be critical in determining the modal structure in the city and the resultant pollution from transport. It would be difficult to make impositions on the nature of the engine or the fuel, at least in the medium run – as evidenced by recent interactions between the judiciary and the state government, which have almost always ended in the relaxation of restrictions and the extension of deadlines. Moreover, improvements in engine or fuel can never lead to zero pollution. Hence the promotion of zero-pollution modes and discouraging the purchase and use of personal vehicles becomes imperative for mega cities like Kolkata.
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